I am absolutely sure that it’s positively true

Tap temple with right hand, elbow on the left hand, then give Thumbs Up!
nothing in this world

Wag finger “no”, spread arms open from center palms up, could pull this boat away from you

Pull a rope towards you hand over hand, like pulling a boat

We will never drift away,
Left hand makes wave motions toward the right,
In the arms of Jesus we will stay!
Arms straight out, then hug yourself and sway back and forth
Oh, nothing... no, nothing

Right hand wag finger “no”, then Left hand wag finger “no”
Can separate us from His grace

Palms together in front, then pull them apart, then scoop hands back together palms up
We’ll never drift a-way

Left hand makes waves to right, then swings up and back over your head in a big circle

We may sail through wind and rain, But our Anchor stays in place

Left hand makes waves to right, Lean over, right hand swings like a pendulum
As You guide us home again, We are safe in Your forever grace!
Make a roof over your head with both hands, Hug your self, Put both arms straight overhead and bring down to sides making a big circle